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The Tools and Tactics of a Festival
Looking back at N5M4
DAV I D G A R C I A

eptember 2003 saw the fourth edition of Next 5 Minutes (N5M) festival of tactical
media. Unlike other events of a similar scale, N5M has no structural funding or fixed
institutional base. Made up of a loose affiliation of artists and activists, it is a parasitic
organism exhibiting both the qualities and the defects of the particular usage of the term
‘tactical’ to which it gave rise.
Every edition of the festival has to be invented from scratch and its permanent status
as a ‘one-off’ means that the organizers frequently do not know whether a particular edition
of the festival will be able to go ahead until quite soon before it is scheduled to take place.
This game of bluff and brinkmanship places intolerable strains on the editors, volunteers
and the organizations which commit themselves to making it happen. Small wonder, then,
that at the end of each edition the people involved say, “Absolutely never again!” This is only
partly the result of exhaustion: there is also an avant garde nihilism at work which was
described by Barthes in another context as “..like phosphorous ... it shines at its maximum
brilliance at the moment when it attempts to die”. To this extent every Next 5 Minutes strives
to be the Last 5 Minutes. There is never any shortage of obituaries proclaiming the death
of the tactical, yet the meme remains strangely, irritatingly persistent.
Tactical media remains, as it was from the outset, a contentious umbrella of a term
under which can be found varieties of critical, antagonistic, parasitic, heterogeneous, dissenting media practice and theory. In its optimal form, the effects of the tactical can be
recognized in so far as they perform the critical (in both senses of the word) role of inventing fresh ways to help those of us saturated in media culture to resist the forces drawing
us in to legitimizing the status quo. Resisting these subtle and powerful forces of legitimization is so difficult because they are as invisible to us as water is to a fish, built into the
very structures and language of the technological environment telling us what is real,
restricting (and trivializing) our sense of what democracy could be and leading us (whatever
we actually know) to act as though no other world was possible.
A number of practitioners and activists find the militaristic nature of the term tactical
both objectionable and resonant of a bipolarity which they argue belongs to an earlier era.
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But the militant quality of the term also helps to explain its stubborn persistence. In an era
of Third Way consensus politics, it sticks out like a sore thumb as a politics of the stubbornly partisan. In an era in which all the fight appears to have gone out of the democratic
left, its antagonistic decisiveness helps to explain a persisting appeal.
As a distinct category, tactical media was first identified and theorized in Amsterdam
during the first half of the 1990s. It was part of the process of formulating a rhetorical
narrative for a festival that would stand in polemical opposition to the glittering hardware
spectacles which constituted the video and media art festivals of the time.
Our thinking was connected to both local and international conditions of the period. On
the one hand, the term served as a flag of convenience, linking a diverse constellation of
Amsterdam’s (then active) pirate media networks, artists, ‘can-do’ hackers combined with
the pragmatic, militant, issue based politics of the Dutch squatting movement. On the other
hand, the fact that the term caught on is inseparable from the euphoria which accompanied
the then recent collapse of the Soviet empire.
This phase of tactical media was constituted out of a meeting in the context of early
editions of the festival of central European electronic samizdat activists with western
European and North American media artist/activists.
At that time, we entertained an exaggerated sense of the importance played by
samizdat media in this revolution. It seemed as though old style armed insurrection had
been superseded by digital dissent and media revolutions. It was the samizdat spirit,
extended and intensified by the proliferation of Do-It-Yourself media, that seemed to have
rendered the centralized statist tyrannies of the Soviet empire untenable. Optimistically,
some of us allowed ourselves to believe that it would only be a matter of time before the
same forces would challenge our own tired and tarnished oligarchies. Furthermore, the
speed and comparative bloodlessness of the Soviet collapse suggested that the transformations that were coming would not have to be achieved through violence or personal sacrifice. This would be the era of the painless revolution, in which change would occur through
challenging the domains of forbidden knowledge. This mad sense of the power of information acting as a catalyst for deep social change was captured in John Perry Barlow’s
(in)famous slogan, “Information wants to be free”. In retrospect, it is easy to be sniffy about
this rhetoric, but the hacker ethic with its prime directive: “Don’t hoard information, share
it”, was the distinctive challenge thrown down by radical technoculture, and it continues to
resonate. It is precisely in the domain of information politics that absurdities of the restrictive dominion of intellectual property regimes are provoking some of the most effective
challenges to established networks of power and privilege.
One More Time
I started thinking about the possibility of another (just one more, really!) festival around two
years ago when I visited a small development workshop in at New York University’s Center
for Media Culture and History. A group of researchers connected in different ways to this
department had been recently introduced to some of the ideas and people involved in tactical media. The conveners of this event, Barbara Abrash and Faye Ginsburg, were seeking
ways in which the approaches to knowledge available in their department and related insti-
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tutes could contribute to, and draw on, the ideas and network of tactical media. To Europeans, this connection between the tactical and the academy may seem surprising. But in
the context of the US, where academia is one of the few outposts where the ideas of the
radical left have any kind of legitimacy, it is more understandable.
The meeting at NYU was exciting and productive enough to suggest that the ‘strange
attractor’ of tactical media had again become generative. On this basis, a small group of
organizers in Amsterdam imagined that Next 5 Minutes might be re-ignited by morphing
from a festival into a series of small, networked, development meetings: a kind of a rolling
research program combining face-to-face meetings with web and list resources. It was this
approach that convinced Eric Kluitenberg (and, thus, the key institution of De Balie) that
there was something new on the table. Our first instinct was to stick at the network of small
research meetings (which were christened Tactical Media Labs – TMLs), but it soon became
clear that the surprising enthusiasm with which many people undertook to organize TMLs
and post reports on the website was also accompanied by the wish for the continuation of
a festival as catalyst for local research. And there is no doubt that it was only through the
eruption of passionate online arguments about which themes and projects should be included in the festival that the autonomous organizations and people actually became a network. What was exciting at the time was the sense of a large-scale event taking shape by
means of a radical (and antagonistic) process of decentralization, in which labs in Amsterdam, Delhi, Dubrovnik (and other Croatian sites), Moscow, Cluj, Barcelona, Birmingham,
Chicago, Nova Scotia, São Paolo, Sidney, and Zanzibar generated the basic material from
which a large international list of editors forged the final festival program.
In some ways, the heart and soul of the festival lay in the TMLs and the passionate online arguments and the struggle to live with the conflicts between heterogeneous communities and big egos. The downside of our experiment in open-sourcing N5M was that, in too
many cases in our three-day event, we were simply unable to match the expectations raised
by the discussion and the program. Certain key issues, which had been the subject of
passionate debate on the list, such as the thread developed in the Sarai lab “Beyond the
Development Paradigm”, simply failed to be addressed during the festival. Moreover, the
open source model which inspired our organizational process was very nearly tested to
destruction in a situation where, unlike the digital domain, resources of time, buildings and
money are not infinite. In this sense, our first instinct to keep the project to a network of
small meetings was perhaps correct.
[For reports from all the tactical media labs, go to http://www.n5m4.org/journal.shtml?118]

